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Given a tree T � (V, E) endowed with a length function l
and a cost function c, the diameter lowering problem
consists in finding the reals 0 ≤ x(e) ≤ l(e), e � E such
that the tree obtained from T by decreasing the length of
every edge e by x(e) units has a minimal diameter subject
to the constraint ¥e�Ec(e)x(e) ≤ B, where B is the avail-
able budget (analogously, one can minimize the cost of
lowering subject to a diameter constraint). We present
an O(�V�2) algorithm for solving this problem by develop-
ing and using algorithms of similar complexity for related
eccentricity lowering problems. © 2002 Wiley Periodicals,
Inc.
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1. DIAMETER AND ECCENTRICITY LOWERING
PROBLEMS

The paper addresses the diameter lowering problem,
where we are given a tree T � (V, E), positive lengths l(e),
and costs c(e) for all edges e � E and a nonnegative
parameter D. Let the diameter Dl :� Dl(T) of T be the
length of a longest path in T. The objective is to shrink edge
lengths in a cost-efficient way, such that the diameter under
the shrunken length is at most D. More formally, we need

to find 0 � x(e) � l(e), e � E, such that ¥e�E c(e) x(e)
is minimized and Dl�x is at most D. Another version of the
problem is to maximize the diameter reduction under a
given cost constraint. We also consider the eccentricity
lowering problem in which, given a vertex s � T and a
nonnegative parameter R, we need to shrink edge lengths in
a cost-efficient way, such that the eccentricity of s under the
resulting length is at most R (the eccentricity of a vertex is
the largest distance from this vertex to a leaf of T).

The solution of the diameter lowering problem can be
used to reduce the maximum communication delay in com-
munication networks to guarantee certain access or query
times (gossiping problems). The eccentricity lowering prob-
lem can find similar applications in broadcasting problems
but also in a variety of real-world-situations, where we have
to invest a budget to shorten the longest paths in a shortest
path tree to or from a facility (school, hospital, firestation,
supermarket, etc.) located in a given region. The diameter
lowering problem subject to 0/1 reductions (an edge is
either contracted to a given minimal length or not at all) was
considered in [1], where it was shown to be NP-hard even
for trees. The paper [1] also provided bicriteria approxima-
tion algorithms for this and some other related problems.
Notice that a slight modification of the proof of Proposition
10 of [1] shows that, in general networks, diameter and
eccentricity lowering problems considered in our paper are
NP-hard and are at least as hard to approximate as SET
COVER.

In this paper, we present strongly polynomial algorithms
for diameter and eccentricity lowering problems on trees.
We consider two closely related diameter lowering prob-
lems:
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PROBLEM DLP(T, l, c, D): Given 0 � D � Dl, find the
reals 0 � x(e) � l(e), e � E, such that the tree
obtained from T by decreasing the length of every
edge e � E by x(e) units has diameter at most D and
the cost ¥e�E c(e) � x(e) of this lowering is minimized.

PROBLEM DLP*(T, l, c, B): Given a budget B � 0, find
the reals 0 � x(e) � l(e), e � E, such that ¥e�E c(e) �
x(e) � B and the diameter Dl�x(T) of the tree ob-
tained from T by decreasing the length of every edge
e � E by x(e) units is minimized.

Both problems can be formulated as linear programs;
therefore, they can be solved in polynomial time using the
ellipsoid method:

Problem DLP(T, l, c, D)

Minimize �
e�E

c�e� � x�e�

subject to ��e�P

�l�e� � x�e�� � D for P � �

0 � x�e� � l�e�, e � E,

and

Problem DLP*(T, l, c, B)

Minimize D

subject to �
�

e�P

�l�e� � x�e�� � D for P � �

�
e�E

c�e� � x�e� � B

0 � x�e� � l�e�, e � E,

where � is the set of all paths between the leaves of T. By
P(v, w), we denote the path of T between two vertices v
and w.

The strongly polynomial algorithm for solving these
problems resides on related eccentricity lowering problems.
To formulate them, first we introduce the tree networks as
they are defined in location theory [2] and a few other
concepts. For a tree T � (V, E) endowed with a length
function l, consider each edge e of T as a contiguous
segment of length l(e). Denote by � the union of these
segments in the assumption that they pairwise intersect only
in common end-vertices. Call � a tree network with support
T. Then, v � V are the vertices of � and p � � � V are
the (inner) points of �. The length function l extends in a
canonical way to a distance function dl : � � � 3 �� �
{0}, where dl( p, q) is the sum of lengths of the segments
constituting the unique path of � between the points p and
q. The eccentricity Rl(s) of a point s � � is

Rl�s� :� sup	dl�s, p� : p � �


� max	d�s, q� : q is a leaf of T
.

Denote by Fl(s) the set of leaves which are furthest from s,
that is:

Fl�s� :� 	q � V : dl�q, s� � Rl�s�
.

The radius Rl � mins��Rl(s) is the minimum eccentricity
of a point in �, while the diameter Dl is the maximum
eccentricity. It is well known that Dl � 2 Rl always holds
for tree networks and that there exists exactly one point s*
(the absolute center) of � whose eccentricity is Rl (cf. [2]).
The point s* lies in the middle of each diametral path of �.

These observations indicate that, in place of solving the
diameter lowering problems, one can solve the analogous
radius or, more generally, eccentricity lowering problems.
Similarly to the DLP formulations, the problem ELP(T, l,
c, s, R) is defined as follows: Given a point s � � and a
positive number R � Rl(s), we are searching for a mini-
mum-cost lowering of the edges of T such that in the
updated tree network the point s has eccentricity at most R.
Finally, in the problem ELP*(T, l, c, s, B), we are search-
ing for a lowering x of the tree T whose total cost does not
exceed an available budget B and such that the eccentricity
Rl�x(s) of a given point s in the updated tree network is as
small as possible. The ELP problems can be written as
linear programs by replacing in the respective DLP formu-
lations D by R and � by the set �s of all paths between s
and the leaves of T. A feasible solution of the problem ELP
that reduces the eccentricity of s by � :� Rl(s) � R units
will be also called a �-contraction.

For a point s � �, let RadB(s) be the least eccentricity
of s which can be achieved under a fixed budget B and let
BudR(s) be the minimum cost needed to lower the eccen-
tricity of s to R. In the sequel, we consider RadB and BudR

as functions of variable s � �.
If for a fixed budget B, among all points of �, we could

select a point s* for which RadB(s*) is minimum; then,
2RadB(s*) is the least diameter that one can achieve under
budget B (a similar reasoning applies to DLP(T, l, c, R)
and the function BudR(s)). Therefore, to solve the DLP
problems efficiently, (i) we must be able to solve the ELP
problems in strongly polynomial time and (ii) to discretize
the DLP problems by inferring a compact list (in the size of
T) of ELP problems which have to be solved in order to find
the point s*. Thus, the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe an algorithm with complexity
O(�V�2) for solving the ELP problems. In Section 3, we
establish that the functions BudR and RadB are convex on
every edge uv of �. Using this, we derive an O(�V�2)
algorithm for minimizing these functions on a given edge
uv. The idea here is to start from an optimal solution at
point s � u (derived by the algorithm developed in Section
2) and move s carefully toward v as long as BudR(s)
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decreases. We show how the solution for u can be updated
to obtain an optimal solution for interior points s on uv.
Applying the algorithm to each edge, we derive an O(�V�3)
algorithm for the DLP problems. Finally, in Section 4, we
show that the functions BudR and RadB are quasiconvex on
the whole network �. This allows to avoid an exhaustive
search of all edges of � and to reduce the time complexity
to O(�V�2).

2. ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING THE ELP
PROBLEMS

This section shows how to solve the eccentricity lower-
ing problem for a given point s � � and a parameter R. To
simplify the presentation, we assume that s is a vertex of T;
otherwise, if s is an inner point of the edge uv, we replace
T by the tree T � s :� (V � {s}, (E � {uv}) � {us,
vs}) in which the new edges us and sv have cost c(us)
� c(sv) � c(uv) and length dl(u, s) and dl(s, v), respec-
tively, and solve the corresponding problem for T�.

To give some intuition, let us first present the algorithm
as a continuous process (for the sake of time efficiency, the
algorithm itself will be implemented as a discrete process).
We decrease continuously and uniformly the length of all
edges in a cut of minimum cost separating the root s from
the set Fl(s) of vertices that are furthest away from s under
the current length. A new minimum cut is computed each
time an edge is fully contracted or a new vertex enters Fl(s).
In this case, we say that an event occurs (from the definition
immediately follows that the total number n of events is at
most �V� � �E�). The process stops when the eccentricity of
s in the shrunken tree becomes R.

The discrete process handles each event by finding in the
current tree a new cut of minimum cost and computing the
date of the next event (this also shows how much the edges
of this cut have to be shrunken). In other words, we search
for an optimal solution xs of the problem ELP(T, l, c, s, R)
which has the form xs � ¥i�1

n xi, where each xi is the
elementary contraction of the ith minimum cut. The solu-
tion xs is computed applying the recursive algorithm UP-
GRADE(T, l, c, s, R). If Rl(s) � R, then it returns the
solution xs(e) � 0 for each e � E. Otherwise, let T0 be the
tree obtained from T by contracting all edges e of T such
that l(e) � 0. Among all cuts of T0 which separate s from
the vertices of the set Fl(s), the algorithm computes a cut C
� E of minimum cost c(C) :� ¥e�C c(e). The cut C can
be found in linear time using a postorder of the tree T rooted
at s. To compute the value � of the new contraction (and the
date of the next event), we set

�� :� min{Rl�s� � dl�s, v� :

v is a leaf of T such that P�s, v� � C � A}.

Note that �� is the largest value of a contraction so that no
new vertices enter Fl(s). If after some event all leaves
become equidistant to s, then the parameter �� is not further

defined or used. Denote by � the minimum taken over the
(residual) lengths of the edges from C. Now, set

� :� min	��, �, Rl�s� � R
, (1)

and define the elementary reduction x� by letting x�(e) � �
if e � C and x�(e) � 0 otherwise. Clearly, x� is an optimal
solution of the �-contraction problem. Then, let xs :� x� �
x, where x :� UPGRADE(T, l � x�, c, s, R). The formal
description of the algorithm is given below. The minimum-
cost cuts computed by the algorithm are pushed onto a stack
� which will be used in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 1 UPGRADE(T, l, c, s, R)

if Rl(s) � R then
for all e � E do x�(e) :� 0
return x�

else
let T0 be the tree obtained from T by contracting all
edges e such that l(e) � 0
in T0 compute a cut C of minimum cost separating s
from Fl(s)
push C onto �
compute � using (1)
for all e � E do x�(e) :� � if e � C and x�(e) � 0
otherwise
x :� UPGRADE(T, l � x�, c, s, R)
return ( x� � x)

Since the number of recursive calls in the algorithm
coincides with the number n � �V� � �E� of events and at
each stage we solve in linear time a minimum-cut problem,
the complexity of this algorithm is O(�V�2). Now, we turn to
the proof of its correctness.

By rooting the tree T at the vertex s, we implicitly define
partial orders on vertices and on edges of T: For two distinct
edges e�, e, we set e� ≺E e if and only if e� belongs to the
path between s and e (the ordering ≺V of vertices is
similar). For a vertex v � s, by Tv, we denote the subtree
of T induced by all vertices w such that v ≺V w. Let Fv :�
Tv � Fl(s). Finally, for two feasible contractions z�, z : E
3 �� � {0}, we define z� ≺ z if z�(e) � z(e) for all
edges e of T. The support of a function z : E 3 �� � {0}
is the set supp( z) :� {e � E : z(e) � 0}. With some abuse
of notation, we will write v � T and e � T to mention that
the vertex v and the edge e belong to tree T.

To prove the correctness, first we establish the following
result:

Lemma 1. For the optimal �-contraction x� produced by
the first recursive call of UPGRADE and for each � � �
� Rl(s), there exists an optimal �-contraction x such that x�
≺ x.

Proof. Among the optimal solutions of the problem
ELP(T, l, c, s, R), we select a solution x which overlaps x�
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as much as possible, in the sense that x is an optimal
solution of the following linear program:

Maximize �
e�supp� x��

z�e�

subject to �
�

e�E

c�e� � z�e� � c�

�
e�P

�l�e� � z�e�� � Rl�s� � � for P � �s

0 � z�e� � l�e�, e � E,

(2)

where c� is the minimum cost of a �-contraction (even if c�

is unknown, its existence suffices for the proof). We assert
that x� ≺ x. For this, we first establish two auxiliary facts:

Fact 1. If z is a �-contraction of minimum cost, then for
each path P � �s, we have ¥e�P z(e) � �. In particular, if
w � Fl(s), then ¥e�P(s,w) z(e) � �.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that �s con-
tains paths violating our assertion, and among them select a
path P such that P � supp( z) is as large as possible. Let e�
� uv be the edge that is furthest from s in the set P �
supp( z), and assume without loss of generality that u ≺V v.
By the choice of e�, the subtree Tv does not contain edges
from the support of z. Therefore, by decreasing z(e�) by
min{ z(e�), ¥e�P z(e) � �} units without changing z
elsewhere, we obtain a �-contraction of smaller cost, con-
trary to the optimality of z. ■

The conclusions of Fact 1 hold for the optimal solutions
x� and x.

Fact 2. If an edge e � uv, u ≺V v, belongs to supp(x�) (i.e.,
x�(e) � �) and x(e) � l(e), then x(e�) � 0 for every e� � Tv.

Proof. The set Fv is nonempty because x�(e) � �.
Suppose, by way of contradiction, that the set M � Tv �
supp( x) is nonempty. Let M� be the set of minimal elements
of M with respect to the partial order ≺E, (i.e., e� � M� and
e� ≺E e for e � M implies e� � e). Since M� � A,
from Fact 1, we conclude that ¥e��P(v,s) x(e�) � �.
Therefore, for each vertex w � Fv, the path P(w, s) shares
an edge with M�, whence M� is a simple cut separating the
root s from Fv. The choice of x� yields ¥e��M� c(e�)
� c(e). Since x(e) � l(e), if we decrease x by � :�
min{l(e) � x(e), � � x(e), x(e�) : e� � M�} units on the
edges of M� and increase x(e) by � units, we will obtain a
better feasible solution y of (2), contrary to the choice of x.
This establishes that x(e�) � 0 for all e� � Tv. ■

Returning to the proof of Lemma 1, assume by way of
contradiction that there exists an edge e� � u�v�, u� ≺V v�,
such that � � x�(e�) � x(e�). The equality x�(e�) � �

shows that the set Fv� is nonempty, say w� � Fv�. Fact 1
implies that ¥e�P(w�,s) x(e) � � � �, while from Fact 2
we deduce that x(e) � 0 for every edge of the subtree Tv�.
Therefore, ¥e�P(u�,s) x(e) � � � � � 0. Suppose that e0

� u0v0 (u0 ≺V v0) is the edge from the set P(u�, s) �
supp( x) that is closest to e� (see Fig. 1). Hence, ¥e�P(v0,s)

x(e) � � � �. Let � :� ¥e�P(v0,s) x(e) � � � � � 0.
Set C :� supp( x�) � Tv0

. From the definition of x�, C is
a cut of minimum cost separating the root s from the set Fv0

� Fv�. For a leaf w � Fv0
, denote by ew the unique edge

of C lying on the path P(w, s). Note that for every edge e
� C there exists a vertex w � Fv0

such that e :� ew, that
is, C � {ew : w � Fv0

}, and that e� � ew for each w
� Fv�. By Fact 1, we have ¥e�P(w,s) x(e) � � for every
w � Fv0

. This equality and the definition of � imply that
¥e�P(w,v0) x(e) � � � �, whence x(ew) � � for each ew

� C.
Now define y by setting y(e) :� x(e) � � for e � C,

y(e0) :� x(e0) � �, and y(e) � x(e) for remaining edges
e of T. Clearly, c � y � c � x, while ¥e�supp( x�) y(e)
� ¥e��supp( x�) x(e). We will get a contradiction with the
choice of the optimal solution x provided we can establish
that y is a feasible �-contraction. From (2), we deduce that
y verifies the capacity constraint: The inequality 0 � y(e)
� l(e) holds for every edge e. It remains to verify that the
eccentricity of s in the tree T endowed with the length
function l � y is at most Rl(s) � �, that is, that dl�y(s, w)
� R for every leaf w of T. This is obviously true if w does
not belong to Tv0

. From the previous analysis follows that
the required inequality is also verified for all w � Fv0

.
Consider the remaining case w � Tv0

� Fv0
, where the path

P(w, s) does not share edges with the cut C. From the
definition of �, we conclude that dl(s, w) � Rl(s) � �.
Hence,

FIG. 1.
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dl�y�s, w� � dl�x�s, w� 	 � � dl�s, w� � �
e�P�s,v0�

x�e� 	 �

� dl�s, w� � � 	 � � Rl�s� � �.

This concludes the proof of Lemma 1. ■

Proposition 1. The solution xs � x� � x returned by
UPGRADE(T, l, c, s, R) is an optimum for ELP(T, l, c, s, R).

Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of
recursive calls in the algorithm. Suppose by the induction
hypothesis that x is an optimal solution for ELP(T, l � x�,
c, s, R). By Lemma 1, there exists an optimal solution x for
ELP(T, l, c, s, R) such that x� ≺ x. Then, x � x� is a
feasible solution for ELP(T, l � x�, c, s, R). By optimality
of x, one concludes that cx � c( x � x�), therefore, c( x�
� x) � cx, thus yielding the optimality of xs � x� � x.

■

This establishes that Algorithm 1 provides an optimal
solution for ELP(T, l, c, s, R). To solve the problem
ELP*(T, l, c, s, B), we proceed in essentially the same
way, only modifying the halting rule: The algorithm stops
when the budget B is used up entirely (for further refer-
ences, we call this version “Algorithm 1�”). We assert that
the resulting eccentricity R of s is the minimum eccentricity
which can be achieved under budget B. Suppose not, and let
R� � R be an optimal eccentricity in problem ELP*(T, l, c,
s, B). Denote by x� an optimal ��-contraction of T, where
�� :� Rl(s) � R�. From Proposition 1, we conclude that B
is an optimal budget for the problem ELP(T, l, c, s, R).
Therefore, ¥e�E c(e) � x�(e) � B. Now, one can find a
small � � 0 such that the solution obtained by decreasing
x� by � on all edges of supp( x�) is a feasible solution of the
problem ELP(T, l, c, s, R). Since its cost is strictly smaller
than B, this leads us to a contradiction.

3. MINIMIZING THE BUDGET AND THE
ECCENTRICITY FUNCTIONS

A real-valued function f defined on a tree-network � is
said to be locally convex if for every three points p, q, r
lying on a common edge of � and a real number 
 between
0 and 1 such that

d� p, q� � d� p, r� 	 d�r, q�,

d� p, r� � 
d� p, q�, and d�r, q� � �1 � 
�d�p, q�,

one has

f�r� � �1 � 
� f� p� 	 
f�q�. (3)

Proposition 2. The functions BudR and RadB are locally
convex.

Proof. Pick three points p, r, q on a common edge
such that r lies between p and q. Clearly, if we subdivide
the corresponding edge by adding these points to the vertex
set of T, we do not change the set of feasible solutions of
both problems. Thus, one may assume, without loss of
generality, that p, r, q are vertices of T and e� :� pr and
e :� rq are edges of length l(e�) :� dl( p, r) and l(e) :�
dl(r, q) and of equal unit cost.

First, we establish the inequality (3) for the function
BudR. Denote by xp and xq the optimal solutions of the
problems ELP(T, l, c, p, R) and ELP(T, l, c, q, R), that
is, solutions of costs BudR( p) and BudR(q), respectively.
For an edge e � e�, e, define xr(e) :� (1 � 
) xp(e)
� 
xq(e). Set also xr(e�) :� 
[ xq(e�) � xq(e)] and
xr(e) :� (1 � 
)[ xp(e�) � xp(e)]. We assert that xr is
an admissible solution of the problem ELP(T, l, c, r, R)
(since the cost of xr is (1 � 
)BudR( p) � 
BudR(q), this
establishes (3) for BudR). Indeed, if e � e�, e, then

xr�e� :� �1 � 
�xp�e� 	 
xq�e�

� �1 � 
�l�e� 	 
l�e� � l�e�.

Also,

xr�e�� � 
� xq�e�� 	 xq�e�� � �d� p, r�/d� p, q��

�d� p, r� 	 d�r, q�� � d� p, r�

(the proof that xr(e) � l(e) is identical). It remains to
show that Rl�xr

(r) � R. Pick a leaf w of T. Suppose,
without loss of generality, that dl(w, q) � dl(w, p) � dl( p,
q). Then,

dl�xr
�w, r� � dl�xr

�w, p� 	 dl�xr
� p, r�

� �
e�P�w,p�

�l�e� � xr�e�� 	 �l�e�� � xr�e���

� �1 � 
� �
e�P�w,p�

�l�e� � xp�e��

�
 �
e�P�w,p�

�l�e� � xq�e�� 	 
�l�e��

�l�e� � xq�e�� � xq�e�]

� �1 � 
�dl�xp
�w, p� 	 
dl�xq

�w, q�

��1 � 
�R 	 
R � R.

Analogously, to establish (3) for RadB, assume that xp

and xq are optimal solutions of the problems ELP*(T, l, c,
p, B) and ELP*(T, l, c, q, B) and define xr as above. From
that proof, one concludes immediately that the eccentricity
of the vertex r in the tree Tl�xr

is at most (1 � 
)RadB( p)
� 
RadB(q); thus, (3) will be verified if we will show that
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the cost of the solution xr is at most B. Indeed, since c(e�)
� c(e), we obtain

�
e�E

c�e� xr�e� � �
e�E�	e�,e


c�e� xr�e� 	 
c�e��� xq�e��

�xq�e�] 	 �1 � 
�c�e��xp�e�� 	 xp�e��

� �1 � 
� �
e�E�	e�,e


c�e� xp�e�

��1 � 
��c�e��xp�e�� 	 c�e�xp�e��

�
 �
e�E�	e�,e


c�e�xq�e�

�
�c�e��xq�e�� 	 c�e�xq�e��

�
B 	 �1 � 
�B � B.
■

We continue with an algorithm for minimizing the func-
tion BudR on an edge e* � uv of �. Given a point s on uv,
it will be convenient to consider s as a vertex of T, that is,
to denote by T by tree T � s in which the edge uv is
subdivided into two edges us and sv of length l(us) � dl(u,
s), l(sv) � dl(s, v) and cost c(us) � c(sv) � c(uv).
Denote by T� and T the connected components obtained
after removing the edge sv from T; suppose that u, s � T�
and v � T. Let xu � ¥i�1

n xi be an optimal solution of the
problem ELP(T, l, c, u, R) returned by Algorithm 1. Let Ci

be the support of the elementary contraction xi, i � 1, . . . ,
n. The cuts C1, . . . , Cn are kept by Algorithm 1 in a stack
�. We assume that two standard functions on � are avail-
able: HEAD(�) returns the cut in head of � and POP(�)
deletes this cut from �. Finally, notice that the edge e* also
may belong to the support of xu. If this happens, Algorithm
1 implies that either xu(e*) � l(e*) or the inequality c(e*)
� c(Ci � T) holds for all Ci � �.

The rough idea behind the discrete process described
below is very intuitive. If we move a point s from u toward
v by a small �, we increase by � the distance from s to the
points of T� and decrease by � the distance to the points of
T. Therefore, we can diminish by � the contraction along
each of the edges from a cut C separating s from Fl�xu

(u)
� T (i.e., we dilate back each edge of this cut by � units).
As with C, it is more convenient to select the shore from
T of the cut in head of � (i.e., HEAD(� � T)); however,
if xu(e*) � l(e*), we should set C :� {e*} in order to
preserve the feasibility of the reduction. Now, we can dis-
pense a part of � � c(C) units of free budget to update the
distances from s to the leaves of Fl�xu

(u) � T�. For this,
we must find a minimum cut C� which separates s from
Fl�xu

(u) � T� in the tree in which all edges e such that l(e)
� xu(e) have been contracted. If c(C�) � c(C), then,
obviously, BudR(s) � BudR(u), otherwise, BudR(s) �
BudR(u). In the first case, we set s1 :� s and continue the

movement toward v. As a consequence, we will construct a
sequence of points u � s0, s1, s2, . . . , sm such that
BudR(s0) � BudR(s1) � BudR(s2) � . . . � BudR(sm).
The halting rule is that either si � v or BudR(si�1)
� BudR(si) holds. If each time si�1 is chosen so that the
selected cuts for any point between si and si�1 coincide
with those for si�1, then the final point sm is a local
minimum of the function BudR on e*, whence sm is a global
minimum by Proposition 2.

We implement this discrete process as a recursive algo-
rithm MOVE(T, l, c, s, u, v, x). MOVE takes a current point
s on the edge e* � uv and its optimal upgrading x :� xs

as an input and either returns s and x or finds a new point
(we use the same name s for this point and only change its
distance to u) with a better upgrading x� and makes a
recursive call with the new parameters. To find the global
minimum of BudR on the edge uv, we call MOVE with x
� xu and the length function l modified so that l(us) � 0,
l(sv) � l(uv) (i.e., s coincides with u). As we noticed
already, s is considered as a vertex of T. Using this agree-
ment, moving s toward v by � units is nothing else but
increasing l(us) by � and decreasing l(sv) by �. Hence, a
recursive call will have the form MOVE(T, l�, c, s, u, v, x�).
It remains to precise how to compute l�, �, and x�.

Let T0 be the tree obtained from T by contracting all
edges e such that l(e) � x(e). In T0, find a cut C� of
minimum cost separating the vertex s from Fl�x(s) � T�
(set C� � A if this intersection is empty). Let C �
HEAD(�) � T if � is nonempty and x(sv) � l(sv).
Otherwise, set C :� {sv} if x(sv) � l(sv), and C :� A
if not. Now, if c(C�) � c(C), then MOVE returns s and x.
Otherwise, if c(C�) � c(C), the algorithm computes the
value � which indicates how much the edges of C� have to
be contracted and how much the edges of C have to be
dilated:

� � min	��, �, ��, dl�s, v�
, (4)

where

�� � min	l�e� : e � C�
,

� � min	x�e� : e � C
,

and

�� � min	R � dl�s, w� :

w is a leaf of T� such that P�s, w� � C� � A
.

Now, define x� by setting x�(e) :� x(e) � � for all e � C�,
x�(e) :� x(e) � � for all e � C, and x�(e) :� x(e)
elsewhere. Update also the length function by setting l�(us)
:� l(us) � �, l�(sv) :� l(sv) � �, and l�(e) :� l(e) for
all edges e � us, sv. Finally, pop the cut in head of �
provided it coincides with C and � � min{ x(e) : e
� C}. Since at each recursive call (alias event) either C
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is popped from � or a new minimum cut C� separating s
from Fl�x(s) � T� is computed (because either a new
vertex enters Fl�x(s) or a new edge of T becomes fully
contracted), the number of recursive calls is linear in �V�;
hence, the whole execution of the algorithm MOVE takes
O(�V�2) time. A formal description of this procedure is
given below (for an illustration, see Fig. 2).

Algorithm 2 MOVE(T, l, c, s, u, v, x)

if l(sv) � 0 then
return (l(us), x)

else
let T0 be the tree obtained from T by contracting all
edges e such that l(e) � x(e)

let C� : � �A, if Fl�x�s��T��A
a cut of minimum cost of T0 separating
s from Fl�x�T�, otherwise

let C :� � 	sv
, if l�sv��x�sv�
HEAD����T, if x�sv��l�sv� and ��A
A, otherwise

if c(C�) � c(C) then
return (l(us), x)

else
compute � by (4)
if � � min{ x(e) : e � C} and C � HEAD(�)
� T, then POP(�)

x��e� :� �x�e��� if e�C�
x�e��� if e�C

x�e� otherwise

l��e� :� � l�e��� if e�us
l�e��� if e�sv
l�e� otherwise

return MOVE(T, l�, c, s, u, v, x�)

Denote by MOVE1 the same algorithm as MOVE except
that in the last line MOVE1 returns the pair (l�(su), x�)
instead of the recursive call of MOVE.

Proposition 3. The point s and the upgrading x returned
by algorithm MOVE minimizes the function BudR on the edge
e* � uv.

Proof. It suffices to show that if s is the point com-
puted by MOVE1, then (i) xs :� x� is an optimal solution of
the problem ELP(T, l, c, s, R) and (ii) between u and s the
function BudR is linearly decreasing. A case analysis using
the definition of � implies that xs is a feasible solution.
Notice that xs is optimal if and only if its restrictions x�s and
x s on T� and T � sv, respectively, are optimal. To prove
the optimality of x�s, notice that x�s can be viewed as a
solution returned by UPGRADE, except the case when C� �
{us} and the cost c(us) is located between c(Ci � T�) and
c(Ci�1 � T�) for some i � n. Then, again, x�s can be
considered as a solution returned by UPGRADE. First, this
algorithm recovers the elementary contractions x�1, . . . , x�i
along the cuts C1 � T�, . . . , Ci � T�; next, it contracts the
edge us (this does not change the list of furthest from s
leaves of T�) and then it returns the contractions x�i�1, . . . ,
x�n along the cuts Ci�1 � T�, . . . , Cn � T�. Applying the
same reasoning, one can show that if C is the most expen-
sive cut from the family {Cj � T : Cj � �} then x�s is
optimal. Finally, suppose that C � {sv}, that is, the
equality xu(uv) � l(uv) holds. Then,

�
e�T�e*

c�e� xu�e� � �
e�T�sv

c�e� xs�e� � c�e*�dl�u, s�.

Now, if one assumes that y is a solution of ELP(T, l, c,
s, R) of cost smaller than x s, then setting y u(e) � y(e) if
e � T, e � e*, and y u(e*) � y(sv) � dl(u, s), we will
get a better solution at u, contrary to the optimality of xu.
Finally, notice that from u to s the function BudR is linearly
decreasing: Its graph is a line segment with slope c(C�)
� c(C). ■

Algorithm 2 can be modified to compute, within the
same time bounds, a point of e* which minimizes the

FIG. 2.
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eccentricity function RadB, provided that B � 0, namely,
we show that the point s minimizing the function BudR

minimizes also RadB. Then, it will suffice to solve the
problem ELP(T, l, c, s, R) employing Algorithm 1�. Our
assertion is a consequence of the following more general
property:

Lemma 2. Let R � 0 and B :� BudR(p) � 0 for some
point p � �. Then, BudR(p) � BudR(q) if and only if
RadB(p) � RadB(q).

Proof. First, we establish the following claim:
RadB( p) � R.

Let xp be an optimal solution of the problem ELP(T, l,
c, p, R). Since c( xp) � BudR( p) � B, xp is a feasible
solution of the problem ELP*(T, l, c, p, B), whence
RadB( p) � R. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that an
optimal solution x�p of ELP*(T, l, c, p, B) verifies the
inequality Rl�x�p� p� � R� � R. Since supp( x�p) � A, one
can decrease x�p uniformly on one or several cuts separating
p from Fl( p) and obtain a feasible solution of ELP(T, l, c,
p, R) whose cost is strictly less than B, a contradiction. This
establishes the claim.

Let B� :� BudR(q) � BudR( p) � B. Since B� � B,
from the claim and R � 0, one concludes that RadB( p) � R
� RadB�(q) � RadB(q). Conversely, suppose that R� �
RadB(q) � RadB( p) � R. Hence, BudR( p) � B
� BudR�(q). Since R� � R and B � 0, we obtain that
BudR( p) � B � BudR�(q) � BudR(q), establishing the
inequality BudR( p) � BudR(q). ■

As we noticed already, the number m of events in Algo-
rithm 2 is linear; therefore, the optimal point sm of e* can
be computed in O(�V�2) time. Applying this procedure to
each edge of �, one can find a global minimum of the
functions BudR and RadB in total O(�V�3) number of oper-
ations. Now, if s* is the global minimum of the function
RadB on �, then 2RadB(s*) is the least diameter of an
upgrading of T under budget B. Therefore, the DLP prob-
lems can be solved in O(�V�3) time.

4. QUASICONVEXITY AND A QUADRATIC
ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE DLP
PROBLEMS

One can ask whether the functions BudR and RadB are
globally convex, that is, if (3) is verified by arbitrary three
points p, q, r such that dl( p, r) � dl(r, q) � dl( p, q).
Unfortunately, simple examples show that this is not the
case, even whence not every local minimum of either of
these functions is a global minimum. Nevertheless, the
functions BudR and RadB verify a property called quasicon-
vexity, which, together with local convexity, would suffice
to justify a “gradientlike” algorithm for their minimization.
A function f defined on � is quasiconvex if for every three
points p, q, r such that d( p, q) � d( p, r) � d(r, q) we
have

f�r� � max	 f�p�, f�q�
.

Proposition 4. BudR and RadB are quasiconvex functions
on �.

Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there
exist two points p � e�, q � e and a point r between p and
q such that BudR(r) � max{BudR( p), BudR(q)}. Denote
by xp and xq the optimal solutions of the problems ELP(T,
l, c, p, R) and ELP(T, l, c, q, R) derived by Algorithm 1.
Suppose that p and q are the closest to r minima of the
function BudR on e� and e, respectively, and assume,
without loss of generality, that p and q are end points of e�
and e, say e� :� pv1 and e :� v2q, and that the function
BudR is constant along the path P(v1, v2). Root T at the
point r and define the subtrees Tp and Tq as before. From
Proposition 2, we infer that the edges e� :� pv1 and e :�
v2q are distinct and that BudR strongly increases while
moving from p to v1 and from q to v2 (see Fig. 3); in
particular,

BudR�p� � BudR�v1� and BudR�v2� � BudR�q�. (5)

This immediately implies that xp(e�) � 0 � xq(e) (oth-
erwise, if say xp(e�) � 0, then BudR(s) � BudR( p) for
every point s of e� at distance at most xp(e�) from p) and

FIG. 3.
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that there must be a leaf w1 � Tp � Fl(q) and a leaf w2

� Tq � Fl( p). Next, one can suppose, without loss of
generality, that every vertex u � v1, v2 of the path P(v1,
v2) has degree two, that is, that T coincides with Tp � P(v1,
v2) � Tq, because the inequalities BudR( p) � BudR(v1)
and BudR(v2) � BudR(q) are obviously verified if we will
replace T by the tree Tp � P(v1, v2) � Tq. Finally, one can
assume that the eccentricity of p in Tp is exactly R as well
as the eccentricity of q in the subtree Tv. Indeed, either of
these eccentricies could not be smaller than R; otherwise,
the function BudR will strongly decrease while moving from
the respective vertex toward r, which is impossible. Now, if
the eccentricity of p in Tp is larger than R, then an optimal
solution x of the problem ELP(Tp, l, c, p, R) computed by
Algorithm 1 extends in a straightforward way to an optimal
solution of the problem ELP(Tp � P( p, s), l, c, s, R),
where s is an arbitrary point on the path between p and q
(see Lemma 1). Thus, replacing l by l � x, and eventually
contracting all edges whose new lengths are 0, we will
obtain a tree in which the inequalities (5) are verified.
Hence, dl( p, w1) � R � dl(q, w2), that is, xp(e) � 0 for
every edge e � Tp and xq(e) � 0 for every edge e � Tq.

Denote by C p and C q the most expensive cuts in the
solutions xp and xq, respectively (e.g., C p is either an edge
of P( p, q) or a cut of Tq). Further, let C�p be a cut of
minimum cost of Tp which separates p from the set Fl(q) �
Tp (notice that all these leaves are at distance R from p).
Analogously, let C�q be the cut of minimum cost of Tq

separating q from Fl( p) � Tq. Notice that if supp( xq) � Tp

� A then, by Algorithm 1, one can suppose that C�p belongs
to the support of xq. This indeed is always the case: If
supp( xq) � Tp � A, then, to achieve at q the eccentricity
R, the path between p and q must be fully contracted, that
is, xq(e) � l(e) for every edge e � P( p, q). This is
impossible because xq(e) � 0. Thus, C�p and C�q belong to
the supports of the solutions xq and xp, respectively, whence
c(C�p) � c(C q) and c(C�q) � c(C p). On the other hand,
since xp(e�) � 0 and the function BudR is strictly increas-
ing while moving from p to v1, from Algorithm 2, we
deduce that c(C�p) � c(C p). Analogously, c(C�q) � c(C q).
Combining these four inequalities, we obtain

c�C�p� � c�C q� � c�C�q� � c�C p� � c�C�p�,

an obvious contradiction. This establishes the quasiconvex-
ity of the function BudR. From Lemma 2, we conclude that
RadB is quasiconvex as well. ■

As we already noticed in Section 1, to solve the problem
DLP(T, l, c, D), it suffices to find a point s* of the tree
network � which minimizes the function BudR for R
� D/ 2. In this section, we will describe an algorithm which
computes such a point without an exhaustive search of all
minima of BudR on the edges of T. We start with a few
notions and remarks.

The tree network � can be viewed as the disjoint union

of the level sets { p � � : BudR( p) � �}, � � 0, of the
function BudR. For a point p � �, denote by L( p) the
connected component of the level set {q � � : BudR(q)
� BudR( p)} containing p. We say that the function BudR

is locally constant on an edge uv in the neighborhood of u
if there exists a point p � uv, p � u, such that the whole
segment up belongs to L(u). If p coincides with v, then
BudR is constant on the edge uv. From Proposition 2, we
conclude that if BudR is locally constant on uv and p is the
furthest from u point of uv such that up � L( p) then either
p � v and BudR is constant on uv or BudR increases on the
segment pv. On the other hand, Proposition 4 and the
previous remark imply that, for a vertex u of T, either u and
all points of L(u) minimize BudR or there exists a unique
vertex t � L(u) and a neighbor s of t in T such that BudR

is decreasing while moving from t to s. If the minimum of
BudR on the edge ts is attained at some inner point of ts,
then the quasiconvexity of BudR implies that this point is
the unique global minimum of the function BudR on �.

The algorithm explores the tree network � starting from
an arbitrary point or vertex s0 (as s0 one can take the
absolute center of �); to simplify the presentation, we
assume that s0 is a vertex of T. First, applying UPGRADE with
a minor modification, we compute an optimal solution xs0

of
the problem ELP(T, l, c, s0, R). This modification con-
cerns the choice of the cut C: Each time when a cut C of
minimum cost is chosen, we pick a cut which additionally
minimizes the sum of distances from its edges to the root s0.
Clearly, C can be computed in linear time using a postorder
of the current tree T rooted at s0: While traversing an edge
uv, u ≺V v, of T for the last time, if c(uv) is smaller than
or equal to the cost of already computed minimum cost cut
of Tv, the algorithm will pick uv as a cut of minimum cost
of Tu.

Departing from the solution xs0
and the associated col-

lection � � {C1, . . . , Cn} of cuts, the algorithm explores
the tree subnetwork L(s0) to find a leaf t0 of L(s0) and an
edge e0 incident to t0 along which the function BudR

decreases. If t0 is found, then, applying MOVE to t0 and xt0
,

we will find a point s1 minimizing the function BudR on the
edge e0. If s1 is an inner point of e0, then the algorithm
returns s1. Otherwise, if s1 is another end-vertex of e0, then
we explore L(s1) to find the leaf t1 of L(s1) and the edge e1

incident to t1 along which BudR decreases, and so on. The
algorithm halts in iteration m if the corresponding leaf tm of
L(sm) does not exist, that is, if all leaves of L(sm) are local
minima of the function BudR (for an illustration, see Fig. 4).
We claim that, in this case, sm (as well as any other point of
L(sm)) is a global minimum of the function BudR. Suppose,
by way of contradiction, that there exists a point p such that
BudR( p) � BudR(sm). Since BudR is quasiconvex, while
moving from sm to p, first we will stay inside the set L(sm);
then, the function BudR will decrease along an edge sharing
an end-vertex with L(sm), contrary to the halting rule. From
the local convexity of BudR, one concludes also that every
ti must be a vertex of the tree T.

It remains to specify how the sets L(si), the vertices ti,
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and the edges ei are computed. In fact, to find the vertex ti,
we have to explore only a certain subset of vertices and
edges of the tree subnetwork L(si). Let s be the current
vertex of L(si). For s, the algorithm has already computed
an optimal solution xs and the associated collection � of
elementary cuts. For each yet unexplored neighbor v of s,
we run the algorithm MOVE1 on the edge sv. As a result, we
will conclude that on sv the function BudR either increases
or decreases or is locally constant. In the first case, the
subtree Tv is discarded from the subsequent exploration. In
the second case, we set ti :� v, ei :� sv, and then run
MOVE on the entire edge ei to find the global minimum si�1

of BudR on this edge (the algorithm also returns an optimal
solution xsi�1

and updates the collection �). Finally, assume
that s is a local minimum of the function BudR; however,
BudR is locally constant on some edges sv. Since ti is a
vertex of T, we must explore only the vertices v such that
BudR is constant on the edge sv and discard all other
vertices adjacent to s from the subsequent search. Hence, it
remains to detect efficiently the edges e � sv on which
BudR is constant and, for every respective vertex v, to
compute an optimal solution xv and the underlying collec-
tion of cuts. This is an obvious task if the respective edge e
is fully contracted in the solution xs (i.e., if xs(e) � l(e)).
In this case, we simply set xv � xs and insert v in L(si). The
collection of cuts does not change, only the edge e passes
from � � Ts to � � (TTv). Next, we prove that all other
vertices adjacent to s can be discarded. For this, we estab-
lish a slightly more general assertion. For an edge e � uv,
let T� and T be the connected components of T � e, where
u � T� and v � T.

Claim. Let e � uv be an edge of T and let xu be an
optimal solution for ELP(T, l, c, u, R) computed by the mod-
ification of UPGRADE. If xu(e) � l(e) and BudR is locally

constant on e in a neighborhood of u, then BudR(s) � BudR(u)
for every point s � �.

Proof. We distinguish two cases:

CASE 1. xu(e) � 0. Let � be the collection of cuts defining
the solution xu, and let �� � {C � T� : C � �} and �
� {C � T : C � �}. Since 0 � xu(e) � l(e), Algorithm
1 infers that e is a cut of maximum cost in the collection �.
Moreover, the amend to this algorithm implies that e is the
unique cut of maximum cost in �. Since BudR(s) is locally
constant while moving from u to v, from Algorithm 2, one
concludes that the minimum cut of the tree T� � e endowed
with the length function l � xu has also cost c(e). Hence,
BudR is constant between u and the point p of e located at
distance xu(e) from u and then it increases (indeed, at this
moment, the new maximum cut in � will have a cost
strictly smaller than c(e)). Hence, BudR(v) � BudR(u),
and the quasiconvexity of BudR yields BudR( p) � BudR(v)
for every p � �. This concludes Case 1.

CASE 2. xu(e) � 0. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
BudR( p) � BudR(u) for some point p � �. Since BudR

is locally constant and convex on e, the point p cannot
belong to e. So, assume that p belongs to an edge e� � u�v�
distinct from e. Let dl(u�, v) � dl(v�, v). One may suppose
that the edge e � uv and the point p are selected so that the
path P(u, v�) between u and v� contains a minimum number
of edges. Denote by e, e1, e2, . . . , ek, e� the edges on this
path, where e1 � vv1, e2 � v1v2, . . . , ek � vku�.
Proposition 4 and the choice of e� imply that BudR is
constant on all edges of P(u, v�), except the last edge e�
(see Fig. 5).

From xu, we derive an optimal solution xv for v by
repeatedly applying Algorithm 2. Let C 1 be the cut of

FIG. 4.
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maximum cost of � (defined as in Case 1) and let C�1 be the
cut of minimum cost in the tree T� � e with the length
function l � xu. Since BudR is constant on e, one has c(C 1)
� c(C�1). Moreover, c(e) � c(C 1) holds; otherwise, ac-
cording to the modification in Algorithm 1, e must belong to
supp( xu). Applying MOVE1, we construct a point u1 � e
and an optimal solution xu1

. By repeating the same proce-
dure, we compute the points u2, . . . , um�1, um � v using
the cuts C�2, . . . , C�m and C 2, . . . , C m defined in a similar
way as C�1 and C 1 (note that c(C�j) � c(C j) for every j
� 1, . . . , m). For each ui, an optimal solution xui

is
computed. Since e has cost larger than c(C 1), the edge e is
never contracted, in particular, xv(e) � xum

(e) � 0.
Now, we assert that xv(e1) � l(e1). Indeed, if 0 � xv(e1)

� l(e1), then BudR(s) � BudR(v) � BudR(u) by Case 1.
On the other hand, if xv(e1) � 0, since BudR is constant on
e1, we get a contradiction with the minimality choice of e
and s. Thus, xv(e1) � l(e1), whence xv is an optimal
solution for v1. Applying the same argument to e2 instead of
e1, one concludes that xv(e2) � l(e2). Continuing this way,
we deduce that all the edges e1, e2, . . . , ek are fully
contracted in xv and that xv is an optimal solution for each
of the points v1, . . . , vk, u�.

Since BudR is convex on e�, when we move from u� to
v�, the function BudR decreases. Hence, one can suppose
that p and xp are obtained from u� and xv by running MOVE1.
Suppose that C�m�1 and C m�1 are the cuts according to
which the optimal solution xp is computed. As BudR(u)
� BudR(v) � BudR(u�) � BudR( p), we must have
supp( xv) � T� � A and supp( xv) � (T � P(v, u�))
� A; in particular, the cuts C�m�1 and C m�1 are nonempty.
Since BudR( p) � BudR(u�), we have

c�C�m�1� � c�C m�1�. (6)

The cut C�m�1 cannot contain e, because c(C m�1) � c(C 1)
� c(e). Also, it is disjoint from e1, . . . , ek, because all
these edges are fully contracted in xv. Now, if C�m�1 coin-
cides with the minimum cut C� of the tree T� with the length
function l � xv, then c(C�) � c(C�1) � c(C 1)
� c(C m�1), leading to a contradiction. Therefore, C�m�1

� {e�}. From (6) and Algorithm 1, one concludes that e�
must be fully contracted in xv, that is, xv(e�) � l(e�). But,

then, Algorithm 2 must choose e� as the cut C m�1, contrary
to (6). ■

After this, it is clear that, instead of exploring T level by
level as we explained above, one can use a recursive pro-
cedure which will explore T in the depth-first-search man-
ner (it has the same time complexity and its correctness
follows from our previous discussion):

Algorithm 3 EXPLORE(T, l, c, s, x)

for each unexplored neighbor v of s do
(s�, x�) :� MOVE1(T, l, c, s, v, x)
if BudR(s�) � BudR(s) then

(s, x) :� MOVE(T, l, c, s�, s, v, x�)
if s � v then

return s
else

return EXPLORE(T, l, c, v, x)
else

if BudR(s�) � BudR(s) and x(sv) � l(sv) then
s :� EXPLORE(T, l, c, v, x)
if BudR(s) � BudR(s) then

return s
enddo
return s

It remains to examine the complexity of this algorithm.
An optimal solution xs0

can be computed in O(�V�2) time by
employing Algorithm 1. For each unexplored neighbor v of
s, we run in linear time the algorithm MOVE1 on the edge sv;
therefore, the overall complexity of this operation is at most
O(�V�2). To find the points s1, . . . , sm, we have to run
MOVE on each of the edges e0, . . . , em�1. Notice that the
points s0, s1, s2, . . . , sm and the edges e0, . . . , em�1 all
lie on a common path of T; therefore, the total number of
events is still bounded by �V� � �E� if one executes MOVE

on all edges of this path. Hence, the total complexity of
MOVE is again O(�V�2). Finally, while traversing fully con-
tracted edges, we have to transfer those edges from � to
��. Obviously, this can be done within the same time

FIG. 5.
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bounds. Therefore, the overall complexity of Algorithm 3 is
O(�V�2). The point sm :� s and the solution xsm

returned by
EXPLORE provide an optimal solution for the diameter low-
ering problem DLP(T, l, c, 2 R). To solve the second
diameter lowering problem DLP*(T, l, c, B), one has to
start from an optimal solution xs0

of the problem ELP*(T, l,
c, s0, B) computed by Algorithm 1�, then run Algorithm 3,
and for the point sm and the solution xsm

returned by this
algorithm, again run Algorithm 1�. By Lemma 2, we will
obtain a global minimum of the function RadB, therefore, an
optimal solution for DLP(T, l, c, 2 R). Summarizing, here
is the main contribution of this paper:

Theorem. Each of the DLP and ELP problems on a tree
T � (V, E) can be solved in O(�V�2) time.
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